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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

2  V  lead-acid  cell  employing  RVC  galvanized  with  Pb  as  the  grid  material  has  been  designed  and  tested.
Two  thick  (>0.5  cm)  plates  have  been  used  for assembling  prototype  flooded  cell.  It completed  over
65  charge/discharge  cycles  at  50%  depth  of  discharge  without  losing  its  nominal  capacity.  For  higher
discharge  currents  at 100%  DOD  the  cyclic  lifetime  is  limited  as  a result  of grid  corrosion  which  is  probably
due  to  relatively  thin,  non-alloyed  pure  lead  grid  coating.  However,  very  promising  capacity  values  for  20-

−1 −1
eywords:
ead-acid battery
VC
orous carbon material
rid

h  discharge  rate  at  the  level  of  120  A  h kg PAM,  170  A h  kg NAM  have  been  obtained,  the high  current
response  is still  below  the  expectations.  Average  internal  resistance  of  the  new  cells  is  45  m�,  which  is
in  parallel  with  limited  high-current  response.  Perspective  of  designing  serial  lead  acid  cell employing
lightweight  reticulated  carbon  as  a grid  material  is  clearly  visible.  There  is  a need  of  introducing  high-
quality,  corrosion  resistant  Pb-alloy  for  RVC  coating  and  lowering  the  plates  thickness  for  better  high
current  performance.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
. Introduction

Due to simple and non-expensive technology lead-acid batter-
es (LABs) are still most common electrochemical power sources
n many medium and large-scale energy-storage applications [1].
he main disadvantage of lead-acid battery system in compari-
on to other battery systems is low specific capacity (A h kg−1).
xcept of high density of Pb and PbO2 electroactive material, the
ain reason of this property is the high contribution of plate grid

o the total plate mass. Depending on the type of the lead-acid
attery, the battery specific capacity and specific energy average
alues are 14–17 A h kg−1 and 30–35 W h kg−1, respectively [1,2].
pecific energy performance at the level of 50 W h kg−1 (level of
i–Cd batteries) would open the possibility of introducing lead
atteries for road EV/HEV. The possible approach to overcome the
roblem of relatively low specific capacity and energy of lead acid

atteries is employing lightweight porous carbon materials coated
ith metals especially lead/lead alloys as current collectors. This

dea was first proposed by Czerwiński and co-workers [3–9] who

� This publication is based on the results presented at the LABAT 2011 Conference.
∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Chemistry, University of Warsaw, Pas-
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378-7753/$ – see front matter ©  2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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has used the reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) as current collec-
tor and carrier for active mass as an alternative for lead alloy cast
grids. Reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) is brittle and has lower
conductivity than graphite, however, it is chemically inert and has
much higher void volume than porous graphite with corresponding
porosity [10]. RVC was applied in many primary and secondary bat-
tery systems [11,12].  Since mid-nineties different types of porous
carbon materials have been investigated as base material for lead
acid battery plates [3–9,13–21].  The plate design based on reticu-
lated vitreous carbon was  adapted further by Gyenge et al. [13,14]
who  constructed a lead-acid battery using RVC covered with lead
alloys. Other carbon materials have been also proposed as an active
mass carrier and current-collectors mainly for negative plates in
lead-acid batteries. Chen and co-workers have used carbon foam
[15–18] in a lead-acid battery system. Recently, it has been demon-
strated that RVC covered and non-covered with lead has excellent
behavior as a carrier and current collector in negative plate of lead-
acid battery [20]. The Pb/RVC negative plate has been mounted in
complete 2 V lead-acid battery containing one negative RVC-based
plate and two positive plates from commercial battery. The elec-
trical capacity, charging–discharging behavior, Peukert’s plots and
other parameters have proved that this hybrid lead-acid battery

can compete with batteries with lead alloy carriers [20,21].  Car-
bon matrix has to be mechanically and chemically separated from
active PbO2 mass due to oxidation reactions during positive plate
charging and high oxidation standard potential of PbO2. It has been

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.09.081
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:aczerw@chem.uw.edu.pl
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.09.081
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Fig. 1. Surface of Pb galvanic layer deposited on RVC from methanesulphonate bath.

Fig. 2. Positive and negative plate employed in prototype 2 V, 2 A h cell.
A. Czerwiński et al. / Journal of

emonstrated that RVC with surface fully covered with lead can
e used as carrier and current collector also in positive plates of

ead-acid battery [22,23].
The aim of our work was to design, assemble and test complete

 V cells with significantly lowered mass by employing lead electro-
lated RVC matrix as a carrier and current collector for both positive
nd negative plates. In this paper a new construction of lead-acid
attery and its preliminary performance is demonstrated.

. Experimental

The negative and positive plates were prepared from 20 p.p.i.
pores per inch) RVC block which was cut into small substrates
ith average dimensions 2.5 cm × 4 cm × 0.5 cm.  Electrical contact
as made from thin Pb wires (d = 0.5 mm)  [25,26]. Average weight

f the RVC substrate with electrical contact varied between 1.4 g
nd 1.6 g. Before pasting the RVC carrier has been electrochem-
cally covered with lead from alkanesulphonate bath. Lead layer
hickness covering the RVC matrix was 60 �m (positive collector)
nd 20 �m (negative collector). Plates were prepared by manual
asting the negative and positive masses into the Pb/RVC cur-
ent collector. Fresh negative and positive pastes were obtained
rom JENOX Ltd. lead-acid battery manufacturer. Before applying
o grids, pastes were slightly diluted with water in order to enable
asting of thick reticulated grid. After pasting, the electrodes thick-
ess was 5–6 mm.  Plates were then subjected to two-step curing
rocess lasting 24 h in 45 ◦C at 90% relative humidity and dry-

ng in 45 ◦C for the next 24 h. The amount of positive active mass
fter curing process was 18.0 ± 0.5 g, the amount of negative active
ass was 12.4 ± 0.2 g. BET surface of PAM measured after curing is

.50 m2 g−1. Morphologies of the RVC® and Pb surfaces were exam-
ned with a LEO 435VP scanning electron microscope (SEM). The
ured plates were separated with the SLI-type polyethylene ribbed
eparator and compressed in the polypropylene casing. Then the
asing was heat-sealed tightly with the PP cover through which
lectrical terminals were conducted. In purpose of cell watering
r electrolyte exchanging a little space was left between the ter-
inals and polypropylene cover. After soaking for 4 h in H2SO4

lectrolyte (d = 1.15 g cm−3) at a temperature of 40 ◦C the formation
rocess was performed in 1.15 g cm−3 H2SO4 using constant cur-
ent method until 6.24 A h charge passed through the cell. Based on
ur previous findings, the nominal capacity of prototype cells was
redicted on 2 A h. After formation, acid density was adjusted to
.26 g cm−3 H2SO4. Discharge tests at different current rates were
erformed in H2SO4 electrolyte with d = 1.26 g cm−3 using Atlas-
ollich 0961 battery tester. The total mass of the complete cell
as 85 ± 2 g. Constant current–constant voltage charging was  per-

ormed with 160 mA  current followed by 2.4 V constant voltage step
ntil the current drop below 100 mA  (0.05C). For life cycle tests at
0% DOD constant voltage charge step at 2.4 V was prolonged to

 h. Internal resistance was measured using the impedance spec-
rometry. Voltage amplitude applied to cell was 50 mV  against the
CV (2.12 V) and frequency range was 100 kHz to 0.1 Hz.

. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 presents lead surface electrodeposited on RVC from
ethanesulphonate bath. It is possible to see that big, flat lead

rystals are surrounded with narrow cracks. Although the struc-
ure of the layer is not as uniform as cast leads’, the crystals seem
o be packed tight enough to resist the potential cycling in corrosive

cidic environment.

Fig. 2 presents complete, cured negative and positive plate
mployed in our cell. The scheme of a complete two-plate 2 V cell is
resented in Fig. 3. In Table 1 the weight mass analysis of the main

Fig. 3. Scheme of our prototype 2 V, 2 A h cell. Cured RVC/Pb-based plate magnified
in  the circle.
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Table 1
Weight analysis of prototype cells components.
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bulk of the active mass. The positive plate discharge capacity is at
Negative collector Negative active mass Positive collector Po

3 g (4%) 13 g (16%) 4 g (5%) 18

onstructing elements in new lead-acid battery is presented. The
omponent participation in total mass of the constructed battery is
nclosed in brackets.

The values in Table 1 show very low contribution of masses
f collectors to the total battery mass which is less then 10% in
omparison to ca. 25–30% in batteries with standard cast grids.

The cell was  flooded with an excess of electrolyte, therefore
he acid weight contribution is relatively high. Container and top
ead masses have not been optimized but the masses seem to have
easonable values. Very important plate construction parameters
hich have to be controlled in the process of plate development

re gamma coefficient (�) [24] and grid-to-plate ratio N (%). As
t is shown in Table 1, the negative plates are pasted with lit-
le less amount of mass than positives. Gamma  coefficient equals
.35 g cm−2 for negative and 0.5 g cm−2 for positive plate, respec-
ively. This difference gives an advantage of better NAM efficiency.
he N factor is 5% for negative plate and 16% for positive which is
uch lower than for standard plates based on cast grids (N = 40%).

ormation current 0.16 A has been estimated empirically. For this
urrent the positive plate turns brown evenly in the whole volume
t the end of formation process. After cracking it half there are few
mall dots (ca. 0.2 mm diameter) of white Pb2+ species spread irreg-
larly in the active mass. The surface colour is brown. The higher
he formation current the more white crystals of Pb2+ species are
resent in the plate. For currents as high as 400 mA  after 2 days
f formation the plate surface is chocolate brown but the interior
hows visible gradient of colour. White sulphate builds the plate
ore. The plate colour becomes more brown towards the surface.

In order to determine nominal capacity of the cell after its for-
ation the cell was subjected to three charge/discharge cycles at

ischarge current 100 mA  (20 h of discharging mode, 0.05C) while
harging was performed for 17 h with 160 mA  current. The capacity
f eight prototype cells varies between 93% and 106% of nominal

 A h which gives average value of 2.03 A h. This value shows that
lates have been formed completely and the nominal capacity has
een predicted on the good level. Average specific capacity per total
ell mass equals 24.4 A h kg−1.

Internal resistance of prototype cells has been measured by
sing the impedance spectrometry technique. R values were taken

fter the first and sixth charge for two tested cells. The change
etween cell’s internal resistance is negligible and was  averaged.
ig. 4 shows the impedance spectra of charged cell after the first
nd sixth 0.05C cycle.

ig. 4. Impedance spectra of prototype lead-acid cell after formation (crosses) and
fter  the sixth charge/discharge cycle (squares) at 100% DOD.
active mass Separator Electrolyte Container Top lead

) 1 g (1%) 27 g (31%) 10 g (12%) 9 g (11%)

Values of the real resistance are on the level acceptable for lead
acid cells, however, slightly higher than expected for 2 V, 2 A h sin-
gle cell. The internal resistance values for 8 cells vary between 30
and 60 m� with the average value of 45 m�.  It is reasonable to
claim that the main contribution to the internal resistance has the
lead galvanic layer. Introducing alloying elements like tin and silver
will definitely lower the grid resistance causing better overall per-
formance of our prototype cell. One also has to remember that we
used production routines suited for thin automotive plates. Opti-
mization of paste composition and curing procedure to suit our
thick, RVC-based plates will also lower cells’ internal resistance.

Fig. 5 presents discharge profiles of prototype batteries. How-
ever, voltage level during discharge at 0.05C rate is relatively good
comparing to lead-acid battery standards, discharge voltage and
discharge capacity for elevated currents is shorter than it should
be for 2 A h cell. There are several possible reasons for observed
behavior. First, the cell is assembled with plates which are rela-
tively thick comparing to their 2 A h capacity. For high current rate
the acid is consumed much faster than is being fed to the plate
interior. As a result the gradient of acid concentration in the direc-
tion towards interior of the plate is likely to occur. Acid diffusion is
also hindered by the lead sulphate layer itself precipitating at the
plate surface. PAM surface in contact with concentrated electrolyte
is limited. As a result discharge voltage is lower and overall plate
capacity is lower than for thin plates.

It is possible to influence high current behavior by optimizing
plate construction (introducing several points of top lead con-
nection with the plate collector), geometry (i.e. reducing plate
thickness). It is also known that introducing several step formation
with high current step for 3BS pastes would influence positively
PAM surface which results in lower internal resistance and higher
high current capacity. Fig. 6 shows Peukert’s dependence normal-
ized to average total cell mass (85 g). The capacity values for 0.05C
are very good, better than for commercial VRLA batteries.

Positive and negative plate charge efficiencies are presented in
Fig. 7. Due to great NAM to grid surface ratio (0.35 g cm−2) negative
plate discharge capacity is very high. This good result is also due to
3D structure of RVC which improves the electric conductivity in the
the expected 120 A h kg−1 for 20-h discharge. It is known that low-
ering the amount of active masses results in their better utilization
and thus gives a possibility of better cell design.

Fig. 5. Battery voltage plotted versus discharge time at different current rates.
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Fig. 6. Discharge capacity of 2 A h, 2 V prototype battery plotted versus discharge
current.
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ig. 7. Active masses discharge capacity plotted versus discharge current: triangles,
egative active mass (NAM); squares, positive active mass (PAM).

Cyclic performance of the cell was tested with 100 mA  discharge
urrent for 10 h. Those conditions relate to 50% depth-of-discharge.
fter every 20th cycle 0.05C capacity was measured. Charging was
erformed using constant current 160 mA  to reach 2.4 V and cell
olarization at 2.4 V for 7 h. The purpose of long time charging at
onstant potential was to simulate mild overcharging that occurs
ften during the standard battery duty. Prolonged charge at rel-

tively high constant potential 2.4 V reduces battery cycle life by
romoting positive plate collector corrosion. 20-h battery capacity

s plotted against cycle number in Fig. 8.

ig. 8. Battery specific capacity at 0.05C constant current discharge rate plotted
ersus cycle number (DOD 50%).
Fig. 9. Battery specific capacity at 0.05C and 0.5C constant current discharge rate
plotted versus cycle number (DOD 100%).

It can be observed that the cell life is at the level of 65 cycles.
After completing 105 cycles the cell was disassembled to estimate
its condition and the reason of failure. The positive plate was  visibly
deteriorated. Lead contact wire was  corroded and lost the electrical
contact with the collector. Active mass was very soft and shed-
ding off the plate heavily. The negative plate survived the cycling
without losing mechanical parameters. It should be noticed that
active mass has great tendency to shed because low density 3BS
paste was used. It is also widely known that pure Pb grids show
limited performance in cyclic applications because of specific corro-
sion processes that occur in the corrosion layer. The parallel reason
of limited cycle life is also relatively thin Pb coating on positive
plate RVC matrix, which is 60 �m.  Using lead alloy coatings with
slightly greater thickness are expected to give cyclic life at signifi-
cantly higher level of charging–discharging cycles, appreciable for
small and medium LABs. The experiments are in progress and will
be the subject of the next paper.

In order to estimate cell cyclic lifetime in heavy duty conditions
we  applied 0.5C (1 A) constant current discharge. Two step charging
method was applied with 160 mA current followed by 2.4 V charge
until the current drop below 0.05C. Plot presented in Fig. 9 shows
typical performance of our battery at 100% DOD.

One can see that after 20 cycles the capacity drops to about 65%
of the initial value. After completing this number of cycles the cell
was  disassembled. The positive plate keeps its rigidity. However,
the active mass is softer than right after the formation and it does
not contaminate the electrolyte. It is well known that batteries with
pure lead grid hardly recover from deep discharge. Out of several
possible reasons for that, the most probable is the cracking of cor-
rosion layer due to stresses that result from the cyclic oxidation and
reduction of pure lead. The active mass tends to lose its adhesion to
the grid which results in relatively fast capacity drop. As mentioned
before, this negative behavior can be diminished by pure lead layer
replacement on lead alloy.

4. Conclusions

The results obtained for 2 V lead-acid battery based on RVC
matrix are preliminary. Changes in galvanic layer phase composi-
tion, plating quality and plate construction are expected to improve
the prototype battery performance. The demonstrated results can
be summarized as follows:
1. A complete 2 V cell with electrical capacity 2 A h has been
designed and tested. Obtained 24–25 A h kg−1 at 20-h capacity
is much better in comparison to lead acid batteries with lead
alloy carriers.
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. Elevated negative plate efficiencies (170 A h kg−1) have been
obtained due to employment of reticulated grid. It is due to 3D
structure of RVC which improves the charge acceptance of the
active mass.

. Internal resistance of the cells is approximately twice as high as
of commercial 2 V, 2 A h lead acid cells. This results in limited
performance at high current rate.

. Cyclic lifetime at 0.05C, 50% DOD with continuous overcharging
is at the level of 65 cycles. Therefore, demonstrated grid has not
yet been optimized for cyclic work.

. For higher discharge currents at 100% DOD the cyclic lifetime
is limited due to high thickness of plates which limits the elec-
trolyte penetration in the pores of the bulk of active mass.

. Prolonged charge at relatively high constant potential 2.4 V
reduce battery cycle life by promoting positive plate collector
corrosion especially for pure lead grids which have to be replaced
on lead alloy.
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